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(RRR	18/2)	MEDICAL	MALPRACTICE--PATIENT	ALLEGEDLY	MANHANDLED	DURING	
EXAMINATION	(12S)	
Margarita	Adame	v	Elmhurst	Memorial	Hospital	19L-12772	Tried	Jan.	20-Feb.	2,	2023	

• Verdict:	Not	Guilty	
• Judge:	James	Michael	Varga	(IL	Cook-Law)	
• Pltf	Atty(s):	John	S.	Xydakis	ASKED:	$2,700,000	
• Deft	Atty(s):	Ruth	V.	Enright,	Patrick	J.	Vezino	of	Baker	&	Enright	(Chicago,	IL)	(Self-

Insured)	OFFER:	$10,000	
• Pltf	Medl:	Ronald	Hugar,	D.P.M.	(Podiatrist)	
• Pltf	Expert(s):	Dr.	Walter	Friberg	(Rehab/Physical	Medicine)	
• Deft	Expert(s):	Dr.	Kerrie	Reed	(Rehab/Physical	Medicine)	

Facts:	
Pltf F-51 was admitted to Elmhurst Memorial Hospital on January 6, 2016, for complaints of 
left-sided weakness. She underwent a physical and occupational therapy evaluation by 
hospital employee therapists the next day, January 7. Pltf contended she never consented 
to the evaluation, the therapists pulled her from her bed, they handled her in a rough 
manner, and while having her try to ambulate they dragged her left foot and subsequently 
struck her left foot/ankle with a wheelchair. The wheelchair was being used to follow behind 
her in case she needed to stop and sit down. Pltf's son was present during these events 
and corroborated pltf's allegations. They both testified the son told the therapists to stop and 
the therapists then left the room without completing their evaluation. Pltf complained of pain 
in the left foot/ankle to her attending physician the following day. Pltf went to a podiatrist in 
February 2016 who diagnosed a ligament injury, prescribed physical therapy, administered 
several injections into the ankle, and treated her for a year. Pltf's expert performed an 
independent medical evaluation in 2018 and opined that pltf sustained complex regional 
pain syndrome as a result of the occurrence. Pltf claims permanent constant pain and 
inability to ambulate even very short distances without using a walker for assistance, 
leaving her essentially homebound, incapable of caring for herself, and almost completely 
disabled (no past medical bills or LT submitted, unspecified future medical expenses 
sought). Pltf's battery and intentional infliction of emotional distress counts were voluntarily 
withdrawn at the start of trial. The case proceeded on claims of negligence, lack of consent, 
and willful and wanton. The therapists testified they did not recall the pltf, their custom and 
practice was to obtain patient consent for proceeding with an evaluation, and they 
customarily had patients sit up in bed and prepared them to stand. The therapists denied 
handling pltf roughly and denied the wheelchair hit pltf. Medical records showed the 
therapists ambulated the patient, completed the evaluation, and then placed her in a chair 
with her family and doctor present in the room. The defense argued the attending physician 
found no sign of injury when he examined pltf's foot/ankle on January 8, and nursing 
documentation showed no complaints of ankle/foot pain. The defense expert opined there 
was no objective evidence of any injury to pltf during therapy and pltf did not meet the 
critera for a CRPS diagnosis. Judge Varga granted a directed verdict in favor of deft on the 
willful and wanton punitive damages count. Defense counsel reports pltf's last settlement 
demand was "at least six figures." 
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